
Amazon Insurance Store launches in 
the UK. This could mean big changes 
for the insurance market.
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Today, Amazon announced the launch of the Amazon 
Insurance Store—a new, simple, and convenient way for 
UK customers to shop for home insurance. 

The store offers an improved shopping experience for 
home insurance with like-for-like quote comparisons 
that customers can trust, a streamlined and simple quote 
questionnaire, and a checkout experience integrated with 
amazon.co.uk. 

The Amazon Insurance Store will start rolling out to select 
customers today. It will be available to all UK customers on 
amazon.co.uk/insurance and the Amazon UK mobile app 
by the end of the year.

Charles Offord, Managing Director, Co-op Insurance 
comments - 

• “We’re committed to ensuring that our customers and 
members have access to home insurance that is fairly 
priced and offers total peace of mind, no matter where 
they chose to shop.”

He continues - 

• “We’re incredibly excited to be one of the first 
participating insurers for the Amazon Insurance Store. 
Our market-leading products will soon be available 
to more people than ever before, ensuring customers 
across the UK can enjoy unrivalled levels of cover. The 
way people are buying insurance is evolving and we 
want customers to feel empowered to purchase our 
products on the channel of their choice and in a way 
that suits them best.”   

Introducing the Amazon Insurance Store. A 
new, simple, and convenient way to shop for 
home insurance.

https://www.amazon.co.uk
http://amazon.co.uk/insurance
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Shaking up the UK insurance market

This is not the first time an industry has seen a major new entrant arrive and 
fundamentally change it. For example, the launch of firms such as Starling, Monzo, 
Revolut and Wise changed banking. Their arrival drove huge steps forward in value 
for money for consumers in services such as payments and everyday banking costs.  

Amazon has made its way into nearly every facet of our lives. We buy goods through 
Amazon Prime, read our books on Kindle, and even stream our favourite shows on 
Amazon Prime Video. So, it should be no surprise that the e-commerce giant is now 
entering the home insurance market. The new Insurance Store has the potential to 
upend the entire UK insurance industry and bring innovation to a market changing 
with new fair value pricing regulations. 

Here’s why Amazon could positively change things for consumers.

An established customer base

Amazon already has millions of customers worldwide who trust the brand and 
use its products and services daily. Now Amazon has entered the home insurance 
market, it will instantly have a built-in customer base. And given that customer 
acquisition is one of the most expensive aspects of growing and expanding an 
insurance company, Amazon will have a significant advantage over incumbents.
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Shaking up the UK insurance market

A service built around simplicity and convenience

Amazon Insurance Store will provide a more transparent way to shop for home 
insurance. As more customers purchase policies, the store will populate customer 
reviews, star ratings, and claims acceptance rates so customers can make more 
informed purchasing decisions.

All policies in the Amazon Insurance Store start with the same level of cover, called 
the Amazon Standard of Cover, which includes protection for some of the most 
common home insurance claims. 

In developing the Amazon Standard of Cover, the company conducted 
comprehensive research on the UK home insurance sector to determine which 
aspects of home insurance are most sought out by customers. 

The Amazon Standard of Cover gives homeowners and renters additional 
confidence when purchasing a policy as it makes it easier to compare like-for-
like quotes, review cover inclusions and exclusions, and then add to their policy if 
needed. 
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Shaking up the UK insurance market

Jonathan Feifs, general manager of Amazon’s European Payment Products 
comments - 

• “Finding the right home insurance policy can be a time-consuming and
confusing task, with quotes that often leave out essential coverage in order to
lead with the lowest price,”

He continues. 

• “When we set out to create the Amazon Insurance Store, we wanted to improve
the experience for customers shopping for home insurance so they could easily
compare options and make an informed, objective decision—just like shopping
on Amazon.”

Access to data sources will create value for consumers

When it comes to underwriting risk, data is vital. Amazon has access to more data 
than most other companies in the world. From their extensive customer data to 
their data on web traffic and buying patterns, Amazon will be able to use data to 
improve the customer experience. 

Combined with the latest machine learning techniques, Amazon can leverage the 
expertise that few in the market will be able to compete with. This will give them 
a competitive advantage over incumbent insurers relying on legacy systems and 
outdated data sets. Also, Amazon can fill data gaps quickly in a way incumbent 
providers may be unable to do.
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Shaking up the UK insurance market

Complex products supplied in a straightforward way

Most people use Amazon services on a weekly or daily basis. This presents a 
significant advantage over incumbent insurance providers. Many buy an insurance 
policy and then file it for a year until renewal. Assuming they are fortunate enough 
not to need to claim against it. Also, outside of a renewal period, there is little 
interaction between the insurer and the customer. 

However, in developing the Amazon Insurance Store, Amazon worked with 
participating insurers to streamline one of the most burdensome aspects of the 
home insurance buying process: the quote questionnaire.
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Customers are only asked the essential questions required by insurers to receive a 
quote, simplifying the process. The Amazon Insurance Store also provides a more 
transparent way to shop for home insurance. As more customers purchase policies, 
the store will populate customer reviews, star ratings, and claims acceptance rates 
so customers can make more informed purchasing decisions. 

Also, Amazon will be able to remind and prompt people regularly. They will be able 
to let the customer know that they offer home insurance. Also, they already have 
their primary address and payment details on file should they want a quick quote.

Disruption is in Amazon’s DNA

Amazon’s entry into the home insurance market will majorly impact the industry. 
Amazon has already disrupted numerous industries, such as retail, transportation, 
and media. So it seems inevitable that they will do the same to home insurance.

Also, one of the most time-consuming and challenging parts of shopping for home 
insurance is getting quotes from different companies. Amazon has the potential 
to make this process much easier by creating a marketplace for home insurance 
quotes. This would allow customers to compare different policies and prices side-
by-side and make an informed decision about their coverage. It knows how to do 
this well with retail products, so home insurance should be no different. 

Shaking up the UK insurance market
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Shaking up the UK insurance market

The implications for price comparison websites

In the past decade, insurance price comparison websites have become increasingly 
popular. These websites allow consumers to enter their information once and 
receive quotes from various insurers. While this is a convenient way to shop for 
insurance, there are a few challenges that these websites face. Amazon entering the 
home insurance market and supplying a new way to compare insurance will add to 
these challenges. 

Amazon has partnered with three insurance brands for this initial launch: Ageas UK, 
Co-op, and LV= General Insurance. Each company has been carefully selected using 
a number of customer-focused criteria, including reasonable time frames for claims 
handling and resolution, and delivering on Amazon’s high-bar for customer service. 
Amazon will add more insurers to the Amazon Insurance Store early next year, 
giving customers even more selection.
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Shaking up the UK insurance market

Innovation underpinned by passion

Amazon will likely use its vast resources to passionately develop products that 
combine home insurance with other services. For example, they could create a 
subscription service that provides 24/7 access to a team of home repair specialists 
or supply it as an add-on with Amazon Prime. The possibilities for innovation are 
vast, and it will be interesting to see what new products and services Amazon comes 
up with in the coming years.

• “Shopping online for home insurance is a well-established experience, and 
our goal is to exceed customers’ expectations when it comes to the Amazon 
Insurance Store,”

said Jonathan Feifs, general manager of Amazon’s European Payment Products. He 
continues. 

• “This initial launch is just the beginning—we’ll continue to innovate and make 
refinements, all with the aim of delighting customers and providing the most 
convenient shopping experience possible.”
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Shaking up the UK insurance market

Bringing it all together

There’s no doubt that Amazon entering the home insurance industry is a game 
changer. It will take time to build the business, iron out issues and learn with every 
step. However, they have the potential to upend the entire industry. 

Ant Middle, CEO, Ageas UK comments –

• “Ageas’s position as one of the first participating insurers for the new Amazon 
Insurance Store is further evidence of the success of our multi-channel, 
electronically-traded personal lines business. It is also an endorsement of our 
top quartile insurance skills and capabilities contributing to the development 
of new and progressive digital distribution platforms to meet the personal 
lines insurance market needs now and in the future.”

From their established customer base to its vast distribution network, Amazon has 
several market-leading advantages. These will make them a major player in home 
insurance. Although, it remains to be seen what incumbent insurers and price 
comparison websites do to respond over the next few years.

If the effect of new entrants in banking is repeated, then one thing is sure. Over 
the next few years, the home insurance market and price comparison websites 
will experience significant changes. 



For further information 
and insurance insights, 
contact us at HAL 
Consulting

• james@halconsultingltd.com 

• LinkedIn

• www.halconsultingltd.com

The payment screen in the Amazon Insurance Store reflects the look and feel of the payment 
screen for a familiar retail product.
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